
Biyomoleküllerde	  en	  yaygın	  görülen	  bağlar	  

with the light microscope. Figure 1–11 illustrates the
structural hierarchy in cellular organization.

The monomeric subunits in proteins, nucleic acids,
and polysaccharides are joined by covalent bonds. In
supramolecular complexes, however, macromolecules
are held together by noncovalent interactions—much
weaker, individually, than covalent bonds. Among these
noncovalent interactions are hydrogen bonds (between
polar groups), ionic interactions (between charged
groups), hydrophobic interactions (among nonpolar
groups in aqueous solution), and van der Waals inter-
actions—all of which have energies substantially smaller
than those of covalent bonds (Table 1–1). The nature
of these noncovalent interactions is described in Chap-
ter 2. The large numbers of weak interactions between
macromolecules in supramolecular complexes stabilize
these assemblies, producing their unique structures.

In Vitro Studies May Overlook Important Interactions
among Molecules

One approach to understanding a biological process is
to study purified molecules in vitro (“in glass”—in the
test tube), without interference from other molecules
present in the intact cell—that is, in vivo (“in the liv-
ing”). Although this approach has been remarkably re-
vealing, we must keep in mind that the inside of a cell
is quite different from the inside of a test tube. The “in-
terfering” components eliminated by purification may
be critical to the biological function or regulation of the
molecule purified. For example, in vitro studies of pure
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FIGURE 1–11 Structural hierarchy in the molecular organization of
cells. In this plant cell, the nucleus is an organelle containing several
types of supramolecular complexes, including chromosomes. Chro-

mosomes consist of macromolecules of DNA and many different pro-
teins. Each type of macromolecule is made up of simple subunits—
DNA of nucleotides (deoxyribonucleotides), for example.

*The greater the energy required for bond dissociation (breakage), the stronger the bond.

TABLE 1–1 Strengths of Bonds Common 
in Biomolecules

Bond Bond 
dissociation dissociation 

Type energy* Type energy 
of bond (kJ/mol) of bond (kJ/mol)

Single bonds Double bonds
OOH 470 CPO 712
HOH 435 CPN 615
POO 419 CPC 611
COH 414 PPO 502
NOH 389
COO 352 Triple bonds
COC 348 CmC 816
SOH 339 NmN 930
CON 293
COS 260
NOO 222
SOS 214

enzymes are commonly done at very low enzyme con-
centrations in thoroughly stirred aqueous solutions. In
the cell, an enzyme is dissolved or suspended in a gel-
like cytosol with thousands of other proteins, some of
which bind to that enzyme and influence its activity.
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Some enzymes are parts of multienzyme complexes in
which reactants are channeled from one enzyme to an-
other without ever entering the bulk solvent. Diffusion
is hindered in the gel-like cytosol, and the cytosolic com-
position varies in different regions of the cell. In short,
a given molecule may function quite differently in the
cell than in vitro. A central challenge of biochemistry is
to understand the influences of cellular organization and
macromolecular associations on the function of individ-
ual enzymes and other biomolecules—to understand
function in vivo as well as in vitro.

SUMMARY 1.1 Cellular Foundations

! All cells are bounded by a plasma membrane;
have a cytosol containing metabolites, 
coenzymes, inorganic ions, and enzymes; and
have a set of genes contained within a nucleoid
(prokaryotes) or nucleus (eukaryotes). 

! Phototrophs use sunlight to do work; 
chemotrophs oxidize fuels, passing electrons to
good electron acceptors: inorganic compounds,
organic compounds, or molecular oxygen.

! Bacterial cells contain cytosol, a nucleoid, and
plasmids. Eukaryotic cells have a nucleus and
are multicompartmented, segregating certain
processes in specific organelles, which can be
separated and studied in isolation.

! Cytoskeletal proteins assemble into long
filaments that give cells shape and rigidity and
serve as rails along which cellular organelles
move throughout the cell.

! Supramolecular complexes are held together by
noncovalent interactions and form a hierarchy
of structures, some visible with the light 
microscope. When individual molecules are 
removed from these complexes to be studied 
in vitro, interactions important in the living 
cell may be lost.

1.2 Chemical Foundations
Biochemistry aims to explain biological form and func-
tion in chemical terms. As we noted earlier, one of the
most fruitful approaches to understanding biological
phenomena has been to purify an individual chemical
component, such as a protein, from a living organism
and to characterize its structural and chemical charac-
teristics. By the late eighteenth century, chemists had
concluded that the composition of living matter is strik-
ingly different from that of the inanimate world. Antoine
Lavoisier (1743–1794) noted the relative chemical sim-
plicity of the “mineral world” and contrasted it with the
complexity of the “plant and animal worlds”; the latter,
he knew, were composed of compounds rich in the ele-
ments carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorus.

During the first half of the twentieth century, par-
allel biochemical investigations of glucose breakdown in
yeast and in animal muscle cells revealed remarkable
chemical similarities in these two apparently very dif-
ferent cell types; the breakdown of glucose in yeast and
muscle cells involved the same ten chemical intermedi-
ates. Subsequent studies of many other biochemical
processes in many different organisms have confirmed
the generality of this observation, neatly summarized by
Jacques Monod: “What is true of E. coli is true of the
elephant.” The current understanding that all organisms
share a common evolutionary origin is based in part on
this observed universality of chemical intermediates and
transformations.

Only about 30 of the more than 90 naturally occur-
ring chemical elements are essential to organisms. Most
of the elements in living matter have relatively low
atomic numbers; only five have atomic numbers above
that of selenium, 34 (Fig. 1–12). The four most abun-
dant elements in living organisms, in terms of percent-
age of total number of atoms, are hydrogen, oxygen, 
nitrogen, and carbon, which together make up more
than 99% of the mass of most cells. They are the light-
est elements capable of forming one, two, three, and four
bonds, respectively; in general, the lightest elements
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FIGURE 1–12 Elements essential to animal
life and health. Bulk elements (shaded
orange) are structural components of cells
and tissues and are required in the diet in
gram quantities daily. For trace elements
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much smaller: for humans, a few milligrams
per day of Fe, Cu, and Zn, even less of the
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Yaşamın	  Kimyasal	  Temelleri	  
Biyokimya	  biyolojik	  form	  ve	  fonksiyonları	  kimyasal	  terimlerle	  açıklamayı	  	  
hedeflemektedir.	  	  

Turuncu	  elementler:	  hücre	  ve	  dokuların	  yapısal	  
komponentleridir	  ve	  gram	  ölçüsünde	  günlük	  diyetle	  alınması	  
gereklidir.	  

İnsan	  yaşamı	  ve	  sağlığı	  için	  gerekli	  elementler	  tablosu	  

Sarı	  Elementler:	  trace	  elementler	  olarak	  bilinir.	  Günlük	  birkaç	  mg	  Fe,	  Cu	  ve	  Zn	  ve	  
diğerlerinden	  daha	  az	  miktar	  alınması	  gereklidir.	  



form the strongest bonds. The trace elements (Fig. 1–12)
represent a miniscule fraction of the weight of the hu-
man body, but all are essential to life, usually because
they are essential to the function of specific proteins,
including enzymes. The oxygen-transporting capacity
of the hemoglobin molecule, for example, is absolutely
dependent on four iron ions that make up only 0.3% of
its mass.

Biomolecules Are Compounds of Carbon with 
a Variety of Functional Groups

The chemistry of living organisms is organized around
carbon, which accounts for more than half the dry
weight of cells. Carbon can form single bonds with hy-
drogen atoms, and both single and double bonds with
oxygen and nitrogen atoms (Fig. 1–13). Of greatest sig-
nificance in biology is the ability of carbon atoms to form
very stable carbon–carbon single bonds. Each carbon
atom can form single bonds with up to four other car-
bon atoms. Two carbon atoms also can share two (or
three) electron pairs, thus forming double (or triple)
bonds.

The four single bonds that can be formed by a car-
bon atom are arranged tetrahedrally, with an angle of

about 109.5! between any two bonds (Fig. 1–14) and an
average length of 0.154 nm. There is free rotation
around each single bond, unless very large or highly
charged groups are attached to both carbon atoms, in
which case rotation may be restricted. A double bond
is shorter (about 0.134 nm) and rigid and allows little
rotation about its axis.

Covalently linked carbon atoms in biomolecules can
form linear chains, branched chains, and cyclic struc-
tures. To these carbon skeletons are added groups of
other atoms, called functional groups, which confer
specific chemical properties on the molecule. It seems
likely that the bonding versatility of carbon was a ma-
jor factor in the selection of carbon compounds for the
molecular machinery of cells during the origin and evo-
lution of living organisms. No other chemical element
can form molecules of such widely different sizes and
shapes or with such a variety of functional groups.

Most biomolecules can be regarded as derivatives
of hydrocarbons, with hydrogen atoms replaced by a va-
riety of functional groups to yield different families of
organic compounds. Typical of these are alcohols, which
have one or more hydroxyl groups; amines, with amino
groups; aldehydes and ketones, with carbonyl groups;
and carboxylic acids, with carboxyl groups (Fig. 1–15).
Many biomolecules are polyfunctional, containing two
or more different kinds of functional groups (Fig. 1–16),
each with its own chemical characteristics and reac-
tions. The chemical “personality” of a compound is de-
termined by the chemistry of its functional groups and
their disposition in three-dimensional space.
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lent single, double, and triple bonds (in red), particularly with other
carbon atoms. Triple bonds are rare in biomolecules.

FIGURE 1–14 Geometry of carbon bonding. (a) Carbon atoms have
a characteristic tetrahedral arrangement of their four single bonds.
(b) Carbon–carbon single bonds have freedom of rotation, as shown
for the compound ethane (CH3OCH3). (c) Double bonds are shorter
and do not allow free rotation. The two doubly bonded carbons and
the atoms designated A, B, X, and Y all lie in the same rigid plane.
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very stable carbon–carbon single bonds. Each carbon
atom can form single bonds with up to four other car-
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bonds.

The four single bonds that can be formed by a car-
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about 109.5! between any two bonds (Fig. 1–14) and an
average length of 0.154 nm. There is free rotation
around each single bond, unless very large or highly
charged groups are attached to both carbon atoms, in
which case rotation may be restricted. A double bond
is shorter (about 0.134 nm) and rigid and allows little
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Covalently linked carbon atoms in biomolecules can
form linear chains, branched chains, and cyclic struc-
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other atoms, called functional groups, which confer
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likely that the bonding versatility of carbon was a ma-
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molecular machinery of cells during the origin and evo-
lution of living organisms. No other chemical element
can form molecules of such widely different sizes and
shapes or with such a variety of functional groups.

Most biomolecules can be regarded as derivatives
of hydrocarbons, with hydrogen atoms replaced by a va-
riety of functional groups to yield different families of
organic compounds. Typical of these are alcohols, which
have one or more hydroxyl groups; amines, with amino
groups; aldehydes and ketones, with carbonyl groups;
and carboxylic acids, with carboxyl groups (Fig. 1–15).
Many biomolecules are polyfunctional, containing two
or more different kinds of functional groups (Fig. 1–16),
each with its own chemical characteristics and reac-
tions. The chemical “personality” of a compound is de-
termined by the chemistry of its functional groups and
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a)  Tetrahedral	  yapı	  :	  2	  bağ	  arası	  109,5	  C	  ,	  ort.	  Bağ	  uzunluğu	  0.154	  nm	  
b)  Karbon-‐karbon	  tekli	  bağ	  etan	  molekülünde	  (CH3CH3)	  olduğu	  gibi	  serbest	  

dönebilmektedir.	  
c)	  Çi;	  bağ	  daha	  kısadır	  ve	  serbest	  dönüşlere	  izin	  vermez.	  	  Bağ	  uzunluğu	  0.134	  nm	  



Cells Contain a Universal Set of Small Molecules

Dissolved in the aqueous phase (cytosol) of all cells is
a collection of 100 to 200 different small organic mole-
cules (Mr ~100 to ~500), the central metabolites in the
major pathways occurring in nearly every cell—the
metabolites and pathways that have been conserved
throughout the course of evolution. (See Box 1–1 for an
explanation of the various ways of referring to molecu-

lar weight.) This collection of molecules includes the
common amino acids, nucleotides, sugars and their
phosphorylated derivatives, and a number of mono-, 
di-, and tricarboxylic acids. The molecules are polar or
charged, water soluble, and present in micromolar to
millimolar concentrations. They are trapped within the
cell because the plasma membrane is impermeable to
them—although specific membrane transporters can
catalyze the movement of some molecules into and out
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cell because the plasma membrane is impermeable to
them—although specific membrane transporters can
catalyze the movement of some molecules into and out
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groups of biomolecules. In this figure
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represent “any substituent.” It may be as
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two or more substituents are shown in a
molecule, we designate them R1, R2, and
so forth.
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of the cell or between compartments in eukaryotic cells.
The universal occurrence of the same set of compounds
in living cells is a manifestation of the universality of
metabolic design, reflecting the evolutionary conserva-
tion of metabolic pathways that developed in the earli-
est cells.

There are other small biomolecules, specific to cer-
tain types of cells or organisms. For example, vascular
plants contain, in addition to the universal set, small
molecules called secondary metabolites, which play
a role specific to plant life. These metabolites include
compounds that give plants their characteristic scents,
and compounds such as morphine, quinine, nicotine,
and caffeine that are valued for their physiological ef-
fects on humans but used for other purposes by plants.
The entire collection of small molecules in a given cell
has been called that cell’s metabolome, in parallel with
the term “genome” (defined earlier and expanded on in

Section 1.4). If we knew the composition of a cell’s
metabolome, we could predict which enzymes and meta-
bolic pathways were active in that cell. 

Macromolecules Are the Major Constituents of Cells

Many biological molecules are macromolecules, poly-
mers of high molecular weight assembled from rela-
tively simple precursors. Proteins, nucleic acids, and
polysaccharides are produced by the polymerization of
relatively small compounds with molecular weights of
500 or less. The number of polymerized units can range
from tens to millions. Synthesis of macromolecules is
a major energy-consuming activity of cells. Macromol-
ecules themselves may be further assembled into
supramolecular complexes, forming functional units
such as ribosomes. Table 1–2 shows the major classes
of biomolecules in the bacterium E. coli.
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FIGURE 1–16 Several common functional groups
in a single biomolecule. Acetyl-coenzyme A (often
abbreviated as acetyl-CoA) is a carrier of acetyl
groups in some enzymatic reactions.

BOX 1–1 WORKING IN BIOCHEMISTRY

Molecular Weight, Molecular Mass, and Their
Correct Units
There are two common (and equivalent) ways to de-
scribe molecular mass; both are used in this text. The
first is molecular weight, or relative molecular mass,
denoted Mr. The molecular weight of a substance is de-
fined as the ratio of the mass of a molecule of that sub-
stance to one-twelfth the mass of carbon-12 (12C).
Since Mr is a ratio, it is dimensionless—it has no asso-
ciated units. The second is molecular mass, denoted
m. This is simply the mass of one molecule, or the mo-
lar mass divided by Avogadro’s number. The molecu-
lar mass, m, is expressed in daltons (abbreviated Da).
One dalton is equivalent to one-twelfth the mass of 
carbon-12; a kilodalton (kDa) is 1,000 daltons; a mega-
dalton (MDa) is 1 million daltons.

Consider, for example, a molecule with a mass
1,000 times that of water. We can say of this molecule
either Mr " 18,000 or m " 18,000 daltons. We can also
describe it as an “18 kDa molecule.” However, the ex-
pression Mr " 18,000 daltons is incorrect.

Another convenient unit for describing the mass
of a single atom or molecule is the atomic mass unit
(formerly amu, now commonly denoted u). One
atomic mass unit (1 u) is defined as one-twelfth the
mass of an atom of carbon-12. Since the experimen-
tally measured mass of an atom of carbon-12 is
1.9926 # 10!23 g, 1 u " 1.6606 # 10!24 g. The atomic
mass unit is convenient for describing the mass of a
peak observed by mass spectrometry (see Box 3–2).
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Tek	  bir	  biyomoleküldeki	  fonksiyonel	  gruplar	  
	  
Biyomoleküllerin	  çoğu	  hidrokarbon	  türevleridir.	  
	  
Hidrojen	  atomları	  farklı	  organik	  bileşikler	  oluşturmak	  üzere	  fonksiyonel	  gruplarla	  yer	  değişUrir.	  
	  
Fonksiyonel	  gruplar	  kendi	  kimyası	  ve	  rxnuna	  sahipUr.	  

AseUl-‐Koenzim	  A(AseUl-‐CoA)	  

Bir	  bileşiğin	  kimyasal	  özelliği	  
1)  Fonksiyonel	  gruplarının	  kimyası	  
2)	  3	  boyutlu	  yapısı	  tara[ndan	  belirlenir.	  



Proteins, long polymers of amino acids, constitute
the largest fraction (besides water) of cells. Some pro-
teins have catalytic activity and function as enzymes;
others serve as structural elements, signal receptors, or
transporters that carry specific substances into or out 
of cells. Proteins are perhaps the most versatile of all
biomolecules. The nucleic acids, DNA and RNA, are
polymers of nucleotides. They store and transmit genetic 
information, and some RNA molecules have structural and
catalytic roles in supramolecular complexes. The poly-
saccharides, polymers of simple sugars such as glucose,
have two major functions: as energy-yielding fuel stores
and as extracellular structural elements with specific
binding sites for particular proteins. Shorter polymers of
sugars (oligosaccharides) attached to proteins or lipids
at the cell surface serve as specific cellular signals. The
lipids, greasy or oily hydrocarbon derivatives, serve as
structural components of membranes, energy-rich fuel
stores, pigments, and intracellular signals. In proteins,
nucleotides, polysaccharides, and lipids, the number of
monomeric subunits is very large: molecular weights in
the range of 5,000 to more than 1 million for proteins,
up to several billion for nucleic acids, and in the millions
for polysaccharides such as starch. Individual lipid mol-
ecules are much smaller (Mr 750 to 1,500) and are 
not classified as macromolecules. However, large num-
bers of lipid molecules can associate noncovalently into
very large structures. Cellular membranes are built of
enormous noncovalent aggregates of lipid and protein
molecules.

Proteins and nucleic acids are informational
macromolecules: each protein and each nucleic acid
has a characteristic information-rich subunit sequence.
Some oligosaccharides, with six or more different sug-

ars connected in branched chains, also carry informa-
tion; on the outer surface of cells they serve as highly
specific points of recognition in many cellular processes
(as described in Chapter 7).

Three-Dimensional Structure Is Described 
by Configuration and Conformation

The covalent bonds and functional groups of a biomol-
ecule are, of course, central to its function, but so also
is the arrangement of the molecule’s constituent atoms
in three-dimensional space—its stereochemistry. A 
carbon-containing compound commonly exists as
stereoisomers, molecules with the same chemical
bonds but different stereochemistry—that is, different
configuration, the fixed spatial arrangement of atoms.
Interactions between biomolecules are invariably stereo-
specific, requiring specific stereochemistry in the in-
teracting molecules.

Figure 1–17 shows three ways to illustrate the stereo-
chemical structures of simple molecules. The perspec-
tive diagram specifies stereochemistry unambiguously,
but bond angles and center-to-center bond lengths are
better represented with ball-and-stick models. In space-
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Approximate
number of

Percentage of different
total weight molecular
of cell species

Water 70 1
Proteins 15 3,000
Nucleic acids

DNA 1 1
RNA 6 !3,000

Polysaccharides 3 5
Lipids 2 20
Monomeric subunits 

and intermediates 2 500
Inorganic ions 1 20

Molecular Components of an 
E. coli Cell
TABLE 1–2

H2N#C

C
M
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D

OH

HOC
A
H
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!H

(a)

(c)

(b)

FIGURE 1–17 Representations of molecules. Three ways to represent
the structure of the amino acid alanine. (a) Structural formula in per-
spective form: a solid wedge (!) represents a bond in which the atom
at the wide end projects out of the plane of the paper, toward the
reader; a dashed wedge (^) represents a bond extending behind the
plane of the paper. (b) Ball-and-stick model, showing relative bond
lengths and the bond angles. (c) Space-filling model, in which each
atom is shown with its correct relative van der Waals radius.
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Hücre	  içinde;	  
	  aminoasitler,	  nükleoUdler,	  monosakkaritler	  ve	  bunların	  türevleri	  	  
ve	  bitkilerde	  sekonder	  metabolit	  denen	  küçük	  moleküller	  
	  
Hücrenin	  temel	  içeriğini	  oluşturan	  	  makromoleküller	  olarak	  tanımlanan	  	  
proteinler,	  nükleik	  asitler,	  yağlar	  ve	  şekerler	  oluşturmaktadır.	  
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3	  boyutlu	  yapısı	  molekülün	  fonksiyonu	  için	  önemlidir.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Bir	  molekülün	  fonksiyonun	  belirlenmesinde	  kovalent	  bağlar	  ve	  fonksiyonel	  gruplar	  kadar	  3	  
boyutlu	  yapısı	  da	  öenmlidir.	  
3	  boyutlu	  yapı	  konfigürasyon	  ve	  konformasyon	  ile	  tanımlanır	  

Alanin	  amino	  asidinin	  sterokimyasal	  yapısının	  farklı	  gösterimleri	  
	  
a)	  Yapısal	  formül	  	  b)	  ball-‐sUck	  model	  	  	  	  	  c)	  Space-‐filling	  model	  

Bir	  molekülü	  oluşturan	  atomları	  3	  boyutlu	  	  
uzaydaki	  yerleşimi	  molekülün	  sterokimyasını	  
belirlemektedir.	  

Steroizomer:	  aynı	  kimyasal	  bağlara	  fakat	  
farklı	  sterokimyaya	  sahip	  moleküllerdir.	  

Konfigürasyon:	  atomların	  uzaydaki	  
yerleşimidir.	  
Streoizomerlerin	  konfigürasyonu	  farklıdır	  



filling models, the radius of each atom is proportional
to its van der Waals radius, and the contours of the
model define the space occupied by the molecule (the
volume of space from which atoms of other molecules
are excluded). 

Configuration is conferred by the presence of either
(1) double bonds, around which there is no freedom of
rotation, or (2) chiral centers, around which substituent
groups are arranged in a specific sequence. The identi-
fying characteristic of configurational isomers is that
they cannot be interconverted without temporarily
breaking one or more covalent bonds. Figure 1–18a
shows the configurations of maleic acid and its isomer,
fumaric acid. These compounds are geometric, or cis-
trans, isomers; they differ in the arrangement of their
substituent groups with respect to the nonrotating dou-
ble bond (Latin cis, “on this side”—groups on the same
side of the double bond; trans, “across”—groups on op-
posite sides). Maleic acid is the cis isomer and fumaric
acid the trans isomer; each is a well-defined compound
that can be separated from the other, and each has its
own unique chemical properties. A binding site (on an
enzyme, for example) that is complementary to one of
these molecules would not be a suitable binding site for
the other, which explains why the two compounds have
distinct biological roles despite their similar chemistry.

In the second type of configurational isomer, four
different substituents bonded to a tetrahedral carbon
atom may be arranged two different ways in space—that
is, have two configurations (Fig. 1–19)—yielding two
stereoisomers with similar or identical chemical proper-
ties but differing in certain physical and biological prop-
erties. A carbon atom with four different substituents 
is said to be asymmetric, and asymmetric carbons are
called chiral centers (Greek chiros, “hand”; some
stereoisomers are related structurally as the right hand
is to the left). A molecule with only one chiral carbon
can have two stereoisomers; when two or more (n) chi-
ral carbons are present, there can be 2n stereoisomers.
Some stereoisomers are mirror images of each other;
they are called enantiomers (Fig. 1–19). Pairs of
stereoisomers that are not mirror images of each other
are called diastereomers (Fig. 1–20).

As Louis Pasteur first observed (Box 1–2), enan-
tiomers have nearly identical chemical properties but
differ in a characteristic physical property, their inter-
action with plane-polarized light. In separate solutions,
two enantiomers rotate the plane of plane-polarized
light in opposite directions, but an equimolar solution
of the two enantiomers (a racemic mixture) shows no
optical rotation. Compounds without chiral centers do
not rotate the plane of plane-polarized light.
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FIGURE 1–18 Configurations of geometric isomers. (a) Isomers such
as maleic acid and fumaric acid cannot be interconverted without
breaking covalent bonds, which requires the input of much energy.
(b) In the vertebrate retina, the initial event in light detection is the
absorption of visible light by 11-cis-retinal. The energy of the absorbed
light (about 250 kJ/mol) converts 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal,
triggering electrical changes in the retinal cell that lead to a nerve
impulse. (Note that the hydrogen atoms are omitted from the ball-and-
stick models for the retinals.)
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Cis/trans	  izomerleri	  

Konfigürasyonel	  izomerler	  bir	  ya	  da	  daha	  fazla	  kovalent	  bağı	  kırmadan	  birbirine	  dönüşemezler	  
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ReUnada	  ışığın	  algılanması	  	  

Omurgalıların	   reUnalarında	   ışığı	   algılanması	   görünür	   ışığın	   11-‐cis-‐reUnal	   molekülü	  
tara[ndan	  absorbe	  edilmesiyle	  başlar.	  Absorbe	  edilen	  ışığın	  enerjisi	  11-‐cis-‐reUnal’ı	  trans	  
reUnale	  dönüştürür.	  Böylece	  reUnadaki	  elektriksel	  değişiklik	  sinir	  impulsu	  olarak	  ileUlir	  



Given the importance of stereochemistry in reac-
tions between biomolecules (see below), biochemists
must name and represent the structure of each bio-
molecule so that its stereochemistry is unambiguous.
For compounds with more than one chiral center, the
most useful system of nomenclature is the RS system.
In this system, each group attached to a chiral carbon
is assigned a priority. The priorities of some common
substituents are

OOCH2 ! OOH ! ONH2 ! OCOOH ! OCHO!

OCH2OH ! OCH3 ! OH

For naming in the RS system, the chiral atom is viewed
with the group of lowest priority (4 in the diagram on
the next page) pointing away from the viewer. If the pri-
ority of the other three groups (1 to 3) decreases in
clockwise order, the configuration is (R) (Latin rectus,
“right”); if in counterclockwise order, the configuration
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FIGURE 1–19 Molecular asymmetry: chiral and achiral molecules.
(a) When a carbon atom has four different substituent groups (A, B,
X, Y), they can be arranged in two ways that represent nonsuperim-
posable mirror images of each other (enantiomers). This asymmetric
carbon atom is called a chiral atom or chiral center. (b) When a tetra-
hedral carbon has only three dissimilar groups (i.e., the same group
occurs twice), only one configuration is possible and the molecule is
symmetric, or achiral. In this case the molecule is superimposable on
its mirror image: the molecule on the left can be rotated counter-
clockwise (when looking down the vertical bond from A to C) to cre-
ate the molecule in the mirror.
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FIGURE 1–20 Two types of stereoisomers. There are four different
2,3-disubstituted butanes (n " 2 asymmetric carbons, hence 2n " 4
stereoisomers). Each is shown in a box as a perspective formula and
a ball-and-stick model, which has been rotated to allow the reader to

view all the groups. Some pairs of stereoisomers are mirror images of
each other, or enantiomers. Other pairs are not mirror images; these
are diastereomers.
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Given the importance of stereochemistry in reac-
tions between biomolecules (see below), biochemists
must name and represent the structure of each bio-
molecule so that its stereochemistry is unambiguous.
For compounds with more than one chiral center, the
most useful system of nomenclature is the RS system.
In this system, each group attached to a chiral carbon
is assigned a priority. The priorities of some common
substituents are

OOCH2 ! OOH ! ONH2 ! OCOOH ! OCHO!

OCH2OH ! OCH3 ! OH

For naming in the RS system, the chiral atom is viewed
with the group of lowest priority (4 in the diagram on
the next page) pointing away from the viewer. If the pri-
ority of the other three groups (1 to 3) decreases in
clockwise order, the configuration is (R) (Latin rectus,
“right”); if in counterclockwise order, the configuration
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X, Y), they can be arranged in two ways that represent nonsuperim-
posable mirror images of each other (enantiomers). This asymmetric
carbon atom is called a chiral atom or chiral center. (b) When a tetra-
hedral carbon has only three dissimilar groups (i.e., the same group
occurs twice), only one configuration is possible and the molecule is
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Asimetrik	  Karbon	  (KİRAL	  Merkez):	  bir	  karbon	  atomu	  etra[nda	  4	  farklı	  grup	  	  bağlı	  ise	  bu	  
Karbon	  atomuna	  asimetrik	  karbon	  ya	  da	  kiral	  merkez	  denmektedir.	  	  
	  
Bir	  kiral	  merkez	  iki	  steroizomerin	  olması	  anlamına	  gelir.	  
	  
Iki	  ya	  da	  daha	  fazla	  kiral	  merkez	  varsao	  molekülün	  2n	  sayıda	  streoizomeri	  vardır.	  
	  (n:	  moleküldeki	  asşmetrik	  karbon	  ya	  da	  kiral	  karbon	  sayısı)	  

EnanVomer:	  oluşan	  steroizomerler	  birbirinin	  ayna	  görüntüsü	  ise	  bu	  steroizomerlere	  	  
enanUomer	  adı	  verilmektedir.	  	  
Molekül	  saat	  yönünün	  tersine	  çevrildiğinde	  aynı	  görüntüsü	  birbiri	  ile	  çakışmamalıdır.	  



Given the importance of stereochemistry in reac-
tions between biomolecules (see below), biochemists
must name and represent the structure of each bio-
molecule so that its stereochemistry is unambiguous.
For compounds with more than one chiral center, the
most useful system of nomenclature is the RS system.
In this system, each group attached to a chiral carbon
is assigned a priority. The priorities of some common
substituents are

OOCH2 ! OOH ! ONH2 ! OCOOH ! OCHO!

OCH2OH ! OCH3 ! OH

For naming in the RS system, the chiral atom is viewed
with the group of lowest priority (4 in the diagram on
the next page) pointing away from the viewer. If the pri-
ority of the other three groups (1 to 3) decreases in
clockwise order, the configuration is (R) (Latin rectus,
“right”); if in counterclockwise order, the configuration
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EnanUomerler	  kimyasal	  özellkiler	  aynı	  	  
belirli	  fiziksel	  özellikleri	  ve	  biyolojik	  özellikler	  farklıdır.	  
	  
EnanUomerler	  çözelU	  içinde	  düzlemsel	  polarize	  ışığı	  	  
aynı	  derecede	  zıt	  yönelere	  çevirirler.	  
	  
Aynı	  çözelU	  içinde	  enenUomerler	  eşit	  miktarda	  	  
bulunduğunda	  her	  ikisi	  de	  polarize	  ışığı	  eşit	  miktarda	  	  
ve	  zıt	  yönde	  çevireceğinden	  opUk	  bir	  rotasyon	  gözlenmez.	  
	  
Bu	  şekilde	  iki	  enanUmeri	  eşit	  miktarda	  içeren	  çözelUlere	  
	  Rasemik	  Karışım	  denmektedir.	  



Given the importance of stereochemistry in reac-
tions between biomolecules (see below), biochemists
must name and represent the structure of each bio-
molecule so that its stereochemistry is unambiguous.
For compounds with more than one chiral center, the
most useful system of nomenclature is the RS system.
In this system, each group attached to a chiral carbon
is assigned a priority. The priorities of some common
substituents are
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with the group of lowest priority (4 in the diagram on
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Diasteromer:	  Ayna	  görüntüsü	  olmayan	  steroizeomerlere	  diasteromer	  adı	  verilmektedir.	  



is (S) (Latin sinister, “left”). In this way each chiral car-
bon is designated either (R) or (S), and the inclusion
of these designations in the name of the compound pro-
vides an unambiguous description of the stereochem-
istry at each chiral center. 

Another naming system for stereoisomers, the D and L

system, is described in Chapter 3. A molecule with a sin-
gle chiral center (glyceraldehydes, for example) can be
named unambiguously by either system.

1
4

32

Counterclockwise
(S)

1
4

3 2

Clockwise
(R)

Distinct from configuration is molecular confor-
mation, the spatial arrangement of substituent groups
that, without breaking any bonds, are free to assume
different positions in space because of the freedom of
rotation about single bonds. In the simple hydrocarbon
ethane, for example, there is nearly complete freedom
of rotation around the COC bond. Many different, in-
terconvertible conformations of ethane are possible, 
depending on the degree of rotation (Fig. 1–21). Two
conformations are of special interest: the staggered,
which is more stable than all others and thus predomi-
nates, and the eclipsed, which is least stable. We cannot
isolate either of these conformational forms, because

CH2OH CH2OH

CHO
CHO

H HCHO OH

L-Glyceraldehyde (S)-Glyceraldehyde

≡

(2)

(1)(4)

(3)
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BOX 1–2 WORKING IN BIOCHEMISTRY

Louis Pasteur and Optical Activity: 
In Vino, Veritas
Louis Pasteur encountered the phenome-
non of optical activity in 1843, during his
investigation of the crystalline sediment
that accumulated in wine casks (a form of
tartaric acid called paratartaric acid—also
called racemic acid, from Latin racemus,
“bunch of grapes”). He used fine forceps
to separate two types of crystals identical
in shape but mirror images of each other.
Both types proved to have all the chemi-
cal properties of tartaric acid, but in solu-
tion one type rotated polarized light to the
left (levorotatory), the other to the right
(dextrorotatory). Pasteur later described the experi-
ment and its interpretation:

In isomeric bodies, the elements and the propor-
tions in which they are combined are the same, only
the arrangement of the atoms is different . . . We
know, on the one hand, that the molecular arrange-
ments of the two tartaric acids are asymmetric, and,
on the other hand, that these arrangements are ab-
solutely identical, excepting that they exhibit asym-
metry in opposite directions. Are the atoms of the
dextro acid grouped in the form of a right-handed
spiral, or are they placed at the apex of an irregu-
lar tetrahedron, or are they disposed according to
this or that asymmetric arrangement? We do not
know.*

Now we do know. X-ray crystallo-
graphic studies in 1951 confirmed that the
levorotatory and dextrorotatory forms of
tartaric acid are mirror images of each
other at the molecular level and established
the absolute configuration of each (Fig. 1).
The same approach has been used to
demonstrate that although the amino acid
alanine has two stereoisomeric forms (des-
ignated D and L), alanine in proteins exists
exclusively in one form (the L isomer; see
Chapter 3).

FIGURE 1 Pasteur separated crystals of two stereoisomers of tartaric
acid and showed that solutions of the separated forms rotated po-
larized light to the same extent but in opposite directions. These
dextrorotatory and levorotatory forms were later shown to be the
(R,R) and (S,S) isomers represented here. The RS system of nomen-
clature is explained in the text.

Louis Pasteur
1822–1895

*From Pasteur’s lecture to the Société Chimique de Paris in 1883,
quoted in DuBos, R. (1976) Louis Pasteur: Free Lance of Science,
p. 95, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York.
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Given the importance of stereochemistry in reac-
tions between biomolecules (see below), biochemists
must name and represent the structure of each bio-
molecule so that its stereochemistry is unambiguous.
For compounds with more than one chiral center, the
most useful system of nomenclature is the RS system.
In this system, each group attached to a chiral carbon
is assigned a priority. The priorities of some common
substituents are

OOCH2 ! OOH ! ONH2 ! OCOOH ! OCHO!

OCH2OH ! OCH3 ! OH

For naming in the RS system, the chiral atom is viewed
with the group of lowest priority (4 in the diagram on
the next page) pointing away from the viewer. If the pri-
ority of the other three groups (1 to 3) decreases in
clockwise order, the configuration is (R) (Latin rectus,
“right”); if in counterclockwise order, the configuration
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(a) When a carbon atom has four different substituent groups (A, B,
X, Y), they can be arranged in two ways that represent nonsuperim-
posable mirror images of each other (enantiomers). This asymmetric
carbon atom is called a chiral atom or chiral center. (b) When a tetra-
hedral carbon has only three dissimilar groups (i.e., the same group
occurs twice), only one configuration is possible and the molecule is
symmetric, or achiral. In this case the molecule is superimposable on
its mirror image: the molecule on the left can be rotated counter-
clockwise (when looking down the vertical bond from A to C) to cre-
ate the molecule in the mirror.
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each other, or enantiomers. Other pairs are not mirror images; these
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Steroizomerlerin	  isimlendirilmesinde	  birkaç	  sistem	  kullanılmaktadır.	  	  
	  
En	  sık	  kullanılan	  RS	  sistemidir.	  Bu	  sistemde	  kiral	  karbona	  bağlı	  herbir	  gruba	  bir	  öncelik	  
sırası	  tayin	  edilmişUr.	  	  

En	  yüksek	  öncelikli	  olan	  1	  en	  düşük	  öncelikli	  olan	  4	  olacak	  şekilde	  numaralandırılır.	  
Numaralar	  takip	  edildiğinde	  saat	  yönünde	  ilerliyorsa	  (R)	  saat	  yönünün	  tersine	  ilerliyorsa	  (S)	  
konfigürasyon	  olarak	  tanımlanmaktadır.	  



L: levorotatory (rotating  to 
left) 
D: dextrorotatory (rotating to 
right) 

Doğal olarak meydana gelen hemen tüm 
 biyolojik bileşikler sadece bir steroizomer  
formunda (D ya da L) bulunurlar.  
 
Bitkisel ve hayvansal amino asitler , 
L izomerleridir. 
 
Bakteriyel hücre duvarları ve bazı pepitd 
antibiyotikler gibi peptidler ise D formunda 
amino asitler içermektedir.  

DL	  Sistemi	  
D	  ve	  L	  İşaretlemesi	  3	  C’lu	  kiral	  bir	  şeker	  olan	  gliseraldehit	  molekülü	  referans	  alınarak	  
gelişUrilmiş	  bir	  sistemdir.	  	  
	  
Şekerler	  ve	  Amino	  asitlerin	  de	  dahil	  olduğu	  birçok	  biyokimyasal	  bileşik	  enanUomerleri	  
belirtmek	  için	  D	  ve	  L	  sistemini	  kullanmaktadır.	  	  
	  



! Molecular configuration can be changed only by
breaking covalent bonds. For a carbon atom
with four different substituents (a chiral 
carbon), the substituent groups can be
arranged in two different ways, generating
stereoisomers with distinct properties. Only
one stereoisomer is biologically active. 
Molecular conformation is the position of atoms
in space that can be changed by rotation about
single bonds, without breaking covalent bonds.

! Interactions between biological molecules are
almost invariably stereospecific: they require a
complementary match between the interacting
molecules. 

1.3 Physical Foundations
Living cells and organisms must perform work to stay
alive and to reproduce themselves. The synthetic reac-
tions that occur within cells, like the synthetic processes
in any factory, require the input of energy. Energy is also
consumed in the motion of a bacterium or an Olympic
sprinter, in the flashing of a firefly or the electrical dis-
charge of an eel. And the storage and expression of 
information require energy, without which structures
rich in information inevitably become disordered and
meaningless.

In the course of evolution, cells have developed
highly efficient mechanisms for coupling the energy 
obtained from sunlight or fuels to the many energy-
consuming processes they must carry out. One goal of

biochemistry is to understand, in quantitative and chem-
ical terms, the means by which energy is extracted,
channeled, and consumed in living cells. We can consider
cellular energy conversions—like all other energy con-
versions—in the context of the laws of thermodynamics.

Living Organisms Exist in a Dynamic Steady State,
Never at Equilibrium with Their Surroundings

The molecules and ions contained within a living or-
ganism differ in kind and in concentration from those in
the organism’s surroundings. A Paramecium in a pond,
a shark in the ocean, an erythrocyte in the human blood-
stream, an apple tree in an orchard—all are different in
composition from their surroundings and, once they
have reached maturity, all (to a first approximation)
maintain a constant composition in the face of con-
stantly changing surroundings.

Although the characteristic composition of an or-
ganism changes little through time, the population of
molecules within the organism is far from static. Small
molecules, macromolecules, and supramolecular com-
plexes are continuously synthesized and then broken
down in chemical reactions that involve a constant flux
of mass and energy through the system. The hemoglo-
bin molecules carrying oxygen from your lungs to your
brain at this moment were synthesized within the past
month; by next month they will have been degraded
and entirely replaced by new hemoglobin molecules.
The glucose you ingested with your most recent meal
is now circulating in your bloodstream; before the day
is over these particular glucose molecules will have been
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FIGURE 1–23 Stereoisomers distinguishable by smell
and taste in humans. (a) Two stereoisomers of carvone:
(R)-carvone (isolated from spearmint oil) has the 
characteristic fragrance of spearmint; (S)-carvone (from
caraway seed oil) smells like caraway. (b) Aspartame, 
the artificial sweetener sold under the trade name 
NutraSweet, is easily distinguishable by taste receptors
from its bitter-tasting stereoisomer, although the two 
differ only in the configuration at one of the two chiral
carbon atoms.
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Steroizomerlerin	  /	  
Kiralitenin	  Önemi	  



they are freely interconvertible. However, when one or
more of the hydrogen atoms on each carbon is replaced
by a functional group that is either very large or elec-
trically charged, freedom of rotation around the COC
bond is hindered. This limits the number of stable con-
formations of the ethane derivative.

Interactions between Biomolecules
Are Stereospecific

Biological interactions between molecules are stereo-
specific: the “fit” in such interactions must be stereo-
chemically correct. The three-dimensional structure of 
biomolecules large and small—the combination of con-
figuration and conformation—is of the utmost impor-
tance in their biological interactions: reactant with 
enzyme, hormone with its receptor on a cell surface,
antigen with its specific antibody, for example (Fig.
1–22). The study of biomolecular stereochemistry with
precise physical methods is an important part of mod-
ern research on cell structure and biochemical function. 

In living organisms, chiral molecules are usually
present in only one of their chiral forms. For example,
the amino acids in proteins occur only as their L iso-
mers; glucose occurs only as its D isomer. (The con-
ventions for naming stereoisomers of the amino acids
are described in Chapter 3; those for sugars, in Chap-
ter 7; the RS system, described above, is the most 
useful for some biomolecules.) In contrast, when a com-
pound with an asymmetric carbon atom is chemically
synthesized in the laboratory, the reaction usually pro-

duces all possible chiral forms: a mixture of the D and L
forms, for example. Living cells produce only one chiral
form of biomolecules because the enzymes that syn-
thesize them are also chiral.

Stereospecificity, the ability to distinguish between
stereoisomers, is a property of enzymes and other pro-
teins and a characteristic feature of the molecular logic
of living cells. If the binding site on a protein is com-
plementary to one isomer of a chiral compound, it will
not be complementary to the other isomer, for the same
reason that a left glove does not fit a right hand. Two
striking examples of the ability of biological systems to
distinguish stereoisomers are shown in Figure 1–23. 

SUMMARY 1.2 Chemical Foundations

! Because of its bonding versatility, carbon can
produce a broad array of carbon–carbon 
skeletons with a variety of functional groups;
these groups give biomolecules their biological
and chemical personalities.

! A nearly universal set of several hundred small
molecules is found in living cells; the interconver-
sions of these molecules in the central metabolic
pathways have been conserved in evolution.

! Proteins and nucleic acids are linear polymers
of simple monomeric subunits; their sequences
contain the information that gives each 
molecule its three-dimensional structure and 
its biological functions.
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FIGURE 1–21 Conformations. Many conformations of ethane are pos-
sible because of freedom of rotation around the COC bond. In the
ball-and-stick model, when the front carbon atom (as viewed by the
reader) with its three attached hydrogens is rotated relative to the rear
carbon atom, the potential energy of the molecule rises to a maximum
in the fully eclipsed conformation (torsion angle 0!, 120!, etc.), then
falls to a minimum in the fully staggered conformation (torsion angle
60!, 180!, etc.). Because the energy differences are small enough to
allow rapid interconversion of the two forms (millions of times per sec-
ond), the eclipsed and staggered forms cannot be separately isolated.

FIGURE 1–22 Complementary fit between a macromolecule and a
small molecule. A segment of RNA from the regulatory region TAR of
the human immunodeficiency virus genome (gray) with a bound argin-
inamide molecule (colored), representing one residue of a protein that
binds to this region. The argininamide fits into a pocket on the RNA
surface and is held in this orientation by several noncovalent interac-
tions with the RNA. This representation of the RNA molecule is pro-
duced with the computer program GRASP, which can calculate the
shape of the outer surface of a macromolecule, defined either by the
van der Waals radii of all the atoms in the molecule or by the “solvent
exclusion volume,” into which a water molecule cannot penetrate.
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Konformasyon:	  C-‐C	  tek	  bağı	  etrfaındaki	  grupların	  herhangi	  bir	  bağ	  kırılmasına	  	  
gerek	  olmaksızın	  serbest	  dönebilmeleri	  sonucu	  oluşan	  uzaysal	  yerleşimdir.	  	  

Basit	  bir	  hidrokarbon	  olan	  etanolün	  mümkün	  konformasyonları	  



Yaşamın	  Fiziksel	  Temelleri	  



Canlı	   hücreler	   ve	   organizmalar	   hayaia	   kalmak,	  
büyümek	   ve	   çoğalmak	   iç in	   iş	   yapmak	  
zorundadır.	  
	  
Farklı	   enerji	   kaynaklarını	   biyolojik	   işlerde	  
kulllanma	   kabiliyeU	   tüm	   canlılarda	   hücresel	  
evrimin	   erken	   dönemlerinde	   kazanılmış	   temel	  
bir	  özellikUr.	  
	  
Canlılar	  farklı	  enerji	  çeşitlerini	  bir	  formdan	  başka	  
bir	  forma	  dönüştürebilirler.	  
	  
Basit	   öncül	   moleküllerden	   yüksek	   düzeyde	  
yapı lanmış	   kompleks	   makromolekül leri	  
üretebilmek	  için	  kimyasal	  enerji	  kullanırlar.	  
	  
Kimyasal	   enerjiyi	   konsantrasyon	   gradienUne,	  
elektriksel	   gradiente,	   harekete,	   ısıya	   ve	   haia	  
ateş	  böceği	  ve	  bazı	  dip	  bakılkarında	  olduğu	  gibi	  
ışığa	  dönüştürürler.	  
	  
FotosenteUk	  organizmalar	  ise	  ışık	  enerjisini	  yine	  
bu	  sayılan	  enerji	  formlarına	  dönüştürürler.	  
	  



Biyokimyanın	  anlamaya	  çalışZğı	  bir	  diğer	  konu	  :	  
	  
Canlı	  hücreler	  enerjiyi	  nasıl	  elde	  eder,	  dönüştürür	  ve	  kullanır?	  
	  
Biyolojik	  enerji	  dönüşümlerini	  termodinamik	  yasalara	  göre	  açıklamaya	  çalışır.	  



Bir	  organizma,	  bir	  hücre,	  birbiri	  ile	  reaksiyona	  giren	  iki	  madde,	  kimyasal	  reaksiyonlar	  
bir	  sistem	  olarak	  tanımlanır.	  
	  
Sistem	  bir	  çevre	  içinde	  yer	  alır	  ve	  birlikte	  evreni	  oluştururlar.	  

ev	  
sistem	  	  
çevre	  
	  evren	  

Organizmalar	  ihUyaçları	  olan	  madde	  ve	  enerjiyi	  bulundakları	  
çevreden	  eldee	  ederler.	  



	  
Açık	  Sistem:	  Sistemle	  ortam	  arasında	  hem	  madde	  hem	  de	  enerji	  alışverişi	  yapılabilen	  
sistemlerdir.	  Ağzı	  açık	  bir	  cam	  kapta	  yapılan	  deney	  böyle	  bir	  sisteme	  örnek	  verilebilir.	  
	  
Kapalı	  Sistem:	  Sistemle	  ortam	  arasında	  madde	  alışverişi	  yapmayıp	  yalnızca	  enerji	  
alışverişi	  yapan	  sistemlerdir.	  Düdüklü	  tencere	  bu	  tür	  bir	  sisteme	  örnek	  verilebilir.	  
	  
YalıZlmış	  (İzole)	  Sistem:	  Sistemle	  ortam	  arasında	  madde	  ve	  enerji	  alışverişinin	  olmadığı	  
sistemlerdir.	  Termos	  kapları	  bu	  tür	  sistemlere	  örnek	  verilebilir.	  
	  
Canlılar	  nasıl	  sistemlerdir???	  

Canlılar,	  canlı	  hücreler	  	  çevreleriyle	  enerji	  ve	  madde	  alışverişine	  giren	  AÇIK	  SİSTEMlerdir	  



Canlılar	  Çevrelerinden	  2	  Şekilde	  Enerji	  Elde	  Ederler	  

1.  Glukoz	  gibi	  maddeleri	  kimyasal	  yakıt	  olarak	  kullanıp	  bunları	  okside	  ederek	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  enerji	  elde	  ederler.	  
	  
2.  Güneş	  ışığından	  enerji	  elde	  ederler	  

Evrendeki	  tüm	  olaylar	  için	  geçerli	  olan	  termodinamik	  kanunlar	  biyolojik	  sistemler	  için	  
de	  geçerlidir.	  	  
	  
Lord	  Kelvin,	  1849,Termodinamik	  terimi	  ilk	  kez	  bir	  yayında	  kullanılmışlr.	  
	  
Enerjinin	  farklı	  formlarının	  birbirine	  dönüşümü	  üzerinde	  yapılan	  araşlrmalar	  sonucu	  
termodinamiğin	  2	  yasası	  formülize	  edilmişUr.	  

Termodinamik	  bir	  sistem	  ve	  çevresindeki	  ısı,	  sıcaklık,	  enerji	  ve	  iş	  arasındaki	  
ilişkileri	  ineceler.	  
	  



Enerjinin	  korunumu	  olarak	  bilinir.	  
	  
Herhangi	  bir	  fiziksel	  ya	  da	  kimyasal	  değişim	  için	  evrendeki	  toplam	  enerji	  
miktarı	  sabit	  kalır.	  
	  
Enerji	  şekil	  değişUrebilir	  ya	  da	  bir	  bölgeden	  başka	  bir	  bölgeye	  transfer	  
olabilir	  fakat	  enerji	  yoktan	  varedilemez,	  varolan	  enerji	  yok	  edilemez.	  

Termmodinamiğin	  1.	  Yasası	  

K imyasa l	   ener j i y i	   konsant rasyon	  
gradienUne,	   elektriksel	   gradiente,	  
harekete,	  ısıya	  ve	  haia	  ateş	  böceği	  ve	  bazı	  
dip	   bakılkarında	   olduğu	   gibi	   ışığa	  
dönüştürürler.	  



Canlılar	  İçin	  Enerji	  Elektron	  Akışı	  ile	  Sağlanır.	  

Aslında	  tüm	  canlılar	  doğrudan	  ya	  da	  dolaylı	  olarak	  ihUyaç	  duydukları	  enerjiyi	  
güneş	  ışığından	  	  
sağlamaktadır.	  
	  
FotosenteUk	  Hücreler	  ışık	  enerjisini	  absorblarlar	  ve	  	  
	  
bu	  enerjiyi	  kullanarak	  elektronu	  sudan	  karbondiokside	  doğru	  ileUrken	  glukoz,	  
nişasta	  ve	  sukroz	  gibi	  yüksek	  enerjili	  moleküller	  sentezlerler.	  
	  
Bu	  sırada	  atmosfere	  oksijen	  salınımı	  gerçekleşir.	  

converted into something else—carbon dioxide or fat,
perhaps—and will have been replaced with a fresh sup-
ply of glucose, so that your blood glucose concentration
is more or less constant over the whole day. The amounts
of hemoglobin and glucose in the blood remain nearly
constant because the rate of synthesis or intake of each
just balances the rate of its breakdown, consumption,
or conversion into some other product. The constancy
of concentration is the result of a dynamic steady state,
a steady state that is far from equilibrium. Maintaining
this steady state requires the constant investment of en-
ergy; when the cell can no longer generate energy, it
dies and begins to decay toward equilibrium with its sur-
roundings. We consider below exactly what is meant by
“steady state” and “equilibrium.”

Organisms Transform Energy and Matter 
from Their Surroundings

For chemical reactions occurring in solution, we can de-
fine a system as all the reactants and products present,
the solvent that contains them, and the immediate at-
mosphere—in short, everything within a defined region
of space. The system and its surroundings together con-
stitute the universe. If the system exchanges neither
matter nor energy with its surroundings, it is said to be
isolated. If the system exchanges energy but not mat-
ter with its surroundings, it is a closed system; if it ex-
changes both energy and matter with its surroundings,
it is an open system.

A living organism is an open system; it exchanges
both matter and energy with its surroundings. Living or-
ganisms derive energy from their surroundings in two
ways: (1) they take up chemical fuels (such as glucose)
from the environment and extract energy by oxidizing
them (see Box 1–3, Case 2); or (2) they absorb energy
from sunlight.

The first law of thermodynamics, developed from
physics and chemistry but fully valid for biological sys-
tems as well, describes the principle of the conservation
of energy: in any physical or chemical change, the
total amount of energy in the universe remains con-
stant, although the form of the energy may change.
Cells are consummate transducers of energy, capable of
interconverting chemical, electromagnetic, mechanical,
and osmotic energy with great efficiency (Fig. 1–24). 

The Flow of Electrons Provides Energy for Organisms

Nearly all living organisms derive their energy, directly
or indirectly, from the radiant energy of sunlight, which
arises from thermonuclear fusion reactions carried out
in the sun. Photosynthetic cells absorb light energy 
and use it to drive electrons from water to carbon di-
oxide, forming energy-rich products such as glucose
(C6H12O6), starch, and sucrose and releasing O2 into the
atmosphere:

light

6CO2 ! 6H2O 888n C6H12O6 ! 6O2

(light-driven reduction of CO2)

Nonphotosynthetic cells and organisms obtain the en-
ergy they need by oxidizing the energy-rich products of
photosynthesis and then passing electrons to atmos-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Energy
transductions

accomplish
work

Potential energy

• Nutrients in environment
   (complex molecules such as
   sugars, fats)
• Sunlight

Chemical transformations
within cells

Cellular work:
• chemical synthesis
• mechanical work
• osmotic and electrical gradients
• light production
• genetic information transfer

Heat

Increased randomness
(entropy) in the surroundings

Metabolism produces compounds
simpler than the initial
fuel molecules: CO2, NH3,
H2O, HPO4

2"

Decreased randomness
(entropy) in the system

Simple compounds polymerize
to form information-rich
macromolecules: DNA, RNA,
proteins

FIGURE 1–24 Some energy interconversion in living organisms. Dur-
ing metabolic energy transductions, the randomness of the system plus
surroundings (expressed quantitatively as entropy) increases as the po-
tential energy of complex nutrient molecules decreases. (a) Living or-
ganisms extract energy from their surroundings; (b) convert some of
it into useful forms of energy to produce work; (c) return some en-
ergy to the surroundings as heat; and (d) release end-product mole-
cules that are less well organized than the starting fuel, increasing the
entropy of the universe. One effect of all these transformations is (e) in-
creased order (decreased randomness) in the system in the form of
complex macromolecules. We return to a quantitative treatment of en-
tropy in Chapter 13.
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FotosenteUk	  olmayan	  hücreler	  ise	  ihUyaçları	  olan	  enerjiyi	  fotosentez	  
sonucu	  oluşan	  zengin	  enerjili	  molekülleri	  okside	  ederek	  elde	  ederler	  .	  
	  
Bu	  sırada	  su,	  CO2	  sistemin	  çevresinde	  dönüşen	  diğer	  ürünler	  oluşurken	  	  
elektronu	  atmosferik	  oksijene	  geçirirler	  pheric O2 to form water, carbon dioxide, and other end

products, which are recycled in the environment:

C6H12O6 ! O2 888n 6CO2 ! 6H2O ! energy
(energy-yielding oxidation of glucose)

Virtually all energy transductions in cells can be traced
to this flow of electrons from one molecule to another,
in a “downhill” flow from higher to lower electrochem-
ical potential; as such, this is formally analogous to the
flow of electrons in a battery-driven electric circuit. All
these reactions involving electron flow are oxidation-
reduction reactions: one reactant is oxidized (loses
electrons) as another is reduced (gains electrons).

Creating and Maintaining Order Requires Work 
and Energy

DNA, RNA, and proteins are informational macromole-
cules. In addition to using chemical energy to form the
covalent bonds between the subunits in these polymers,
the cell must invest energy to order the subunits in their
correct sequence. It is extremely improbable that amino
acids in a mixture would spontaneously condense into a
single type of protein, with a unique sequence. This would
represent increased order in a population of molecules;
but according to the second law of thermodynamics, the
tendency in nature is toward ever-greater disorder in the
universe: the total entropy of the universe is continu-
ally increasing. To bring about the synthesis of macro-
molecules from their monomeric units, free energy must
be supplied to the system (in this case, the cell).

The randomness or disorder of the components of a
chemical system is expressed as entropy, S (Box 1–3).

Any change in randomness of
the system is expressed as
entropy change, "S, which by
convention has a positive value
when randomness increases.
J. Willard Gibbs, who devel-
oped the theory of energy
changes during chemical reac-
tions, showed that the free-
energy content, G, of any
closed system can be defined
in terms of three quantities:
enthalpy, H, reflecting the
number and kinds of bonds;

entropy, S; and the absolute temperature, T (in degrees
Kelvin). The definition of free energy is G # H $ TS.
When a chemical reaction occurs at constant tempera-
ture, the free-energy change, !G, is determined by
the enthalpy change, "H, reflecting the kinds and num-
bers of chemical bonds and noncovalent interactions
broken and formed, and the entropy change, "S, de-
scribing the change in the system’s randomness:

"G # "H $ T "S

A process tends to occur spontaneously only if "G
is negative. Yet cell function depends largely on mole-
cules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, for which the
free energy of formation is positive: the molecules are
less stable and more highly ordered than a mixture of
their monomeric components. To carry out these ther-
modynamically unfavorable, energy-requiring (ender-
gonic) reactions, cells couple them to other reactions
that liberate free energy (exergonic reactions), so that
the overall process is exergonic: the sum of the free-
energy changes is negative. The usual source of free 
energy in coupled biological reactions is the energy re-
leased by hydrolysis of phosphoanhydride bonds such
as those in adenosine triphosphate (ATP; Fig. 1–25; see
also Fig. 1–15). Here, each P! represents a phosphoryl
group:

Amino acids 888n polymer "G1 is positive (endergonic)

O P!O P! 888nO P! ! P! "G2 is negative (exergonic)

When these reactions are coupled, the sum of "G1 and
"G2 is negative—the overall process is exergonic. By
this coupling strategy, cells are able to synthesize and
maintain the information-rich polymers essential to life.

Energy Coupling Links Reactions in Biology

The central issue in bioenergetics (the study of energy
transformations in living systems) is the means by which
energy from fuel metabolism or light capture is coupled
to a cell’s energy-requiring reactions. In thinking about
energy coupling, it is useful to consider a simple me-
chanical example, as shown in Figure 1–26a. An object
at the top of an inclined plane has a certain amount of
potential energy as a result of its elevation. It tends to
slide down the plane, losing its potential energy of po-
sition as it approaches the ground. When an appropri-
ate string-and-pulley device couples the falling object to
another, smaller object, the spontaneous downward mo-
tion of the larger can lift the smaller, accomplishing a
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J. Willard Gibbs,
1839–1903
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FIGURE 1–25 Adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The removal of the ter-
minal phosphoryl group (shaded pink) of ATP, by breakage of a phos-
phoanhydride bond, is highly exergonic, and this reaction is coupled to
many endergonic reactions in the cell (as in the example in Fig. 1–26b).
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Elektron	  akışı	  ile	  gerçekleşen	  tüm	  bu	  reaksiyonlar	  OKSİDASYON/
REDÜKSİYON	  Reaksiyonlarıdır.	  
	  
Bir	  reaktant	  okside	  olup	  elektron	  kaybederken	  diğeri	  elektron	  kazanarak	  
indirgenir.	  



Termmodinamiğin	  2.	  Yasası	  
Evren	  her	  zaman	  düzensiliğe	  doğru	  gitme	  eğilimindedir	  
Tüm	  doğal	  proseslerde	  evrenin artmaktadır.	  
	  

:	  bir	  sistemdeki	  düzensiliğin	  ve	  rastgeleliğin	  kanUtaUf	  ifadesidir.	  
	  
Termodinamiğin	  ikinci	  yasası	  	  minimum	  potansiyel	  enerji	  sevşyesine,	  yani	  denge	  
durumuna,	  doğru	  ilerleyen	  doğal	  olarak	  (kendiliğinden)	  gerçekleşmekte	  olan	  tüm	  
işlemleri	  anlalr.	  	  
	  



Termmodinamiğin	  2.	  Yasası	  
Canlı	  organizmalar	  çevrelerindeki	  
yapılandıkları	  maddelerden	  çok	  daha	  
yüksek	  düzeyde	  organize	  olmuş	  	  
moleküller	  içerirler.	  
	  
Canlılar	  termodinamiğin	  bu	  2.	  yasasını	  
dikkate	  almayarak	  	  
kendi	  içlerinde	  bir	  düzen	  oluştururlar.	  	  
Ancak	  bu	  yasasıyı	  ihlal	  enkleri	  
anlamına	  gelmez	  tam	  olarak	  
da	  bu	  yasa	  içinde	  varolmaktadırlar.	  
	  
Canlılar	  yaşlanır,	  ölür,	  eşyalar	  bozulur,	  
paslanır,	  kırılır	  ve	  evrendeki	  düzensilik	  
artar.	  	  
	  
Sistemdeki	  düzensizlik	  arokça	  entropi	  
de	  artmaktadır.	  
	  
	  
	  Sisemin	  düzensizliğindeki	  herhangi	  bir	  değişiklik	  entropi	  değişimi	  olarak	  tanımlanır	  ve	  
	  ΔS	  olarak	  gösterilir	  



Termmodinamiğin	  2.	  Yasası	  
Eğer	  bir	  sistem	  tam	  olarak	  düzenliyse	  entropisi	  sı[rıdır.	  
	  
Entropi	  enerji	  gibi	  korunmaz.	  
	  
	  Bütün	  enerji	  değişimlerinde	  sistem	  ve	  çevresinin	  entropi	  değişimleri	  toplamı	  
	  daima	  poziUqir;	  bu	  da	  evrendeki	  entropinin	  sürekli	  olarak	  aroğını	  
göstermektedir.	  
	  
	  



Hücre	  İzotermal	  bir	  sistemdir.	  
	  
Hücrenin	  kullanabileceği	  enerji	  Gibbs	  Serbest	  Enerjisi	  
olarak	  tanımlanan	  serbest	  enerjidir.	  
	  
Serbest	  enerji	  (G)	  kimyasal	  reaksiyonun	  yönünü,	  denge	  
pozisyonunu	  ve	  yapabileceği	  işi	  belirler.	  
	  
	  
Heterotrofik	  hücreler	  serbest	  enerjiyi	  besinlerden	  alır.	  	  
	  
FotosenteUk	  hücreler	  ise	  bu	  enerjiyi	  absorbladıkları	  
güneş	  ışınlarından	  elde	  eder	  
	  	  
Her	  hücre	  Upi	  de	  bu	  serbest	  enerjiyi	  ATP	  (Adenosin	  
trifosfat)	  gibi	  biyolojik	  işleri	  gerçekleşUrebilmek	  için	  
gerekli	  olan	  yüksek	  enerjiye	  sahip	  bileşiklere	  çevirirler	  

Hücrelerde	  alt	  ünitelerden	  makromolekül	  sentezi	  için	  enerji	  gereklidir.	  
(amino	  asitlerden	  protein	  ya	  da	  nükleoUdlerden	  nükleik	  asit	  sentezlenmesi)	  
	  
Bunun	  için	  hücreler	  serbest	  enerji	  kaynağına	  ihUyaç	  duyarlar	  


